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Breakup formulae

el

See also arXiv:2212.06056v2
C. Hebborn, T. R. Whitehead, A. E. Lovell,3 and F. M. Nunes,

Goal: need accurate S-matricesà phase shiftsàoptical 
potentials in the eikonal approach for a 12C target



Comparison between phenomenological potentials and single 
folding and/or double folding potentials



The Optical Potential (OP) is obtained from the reduction of the many body 
scattering problem to a one body Schrödinger equation
A  good OP can give useful information on the structure of a nucleus      besides 
helping describing complex reactions.

• 12C and 9Be are the most used targets for nuclear breakup (knockout)    
with RIBs
• Energy dependence of the OP
• Phenomenological vs microscopic OP.
• n+9Be
• n+ 12C
• 12C+12C as a test
• 12C+9Be

Motivations to fit optical potentials



More Motivations to calculate reaction cross section

• An immediate test for the accuracy of the imaginary part of the optical potential. 
Plenty of data to compare to.
• Reaction cross section data are crucial in optical model analyses of elastic 

scattering, and they can in many cases eliminate ambiguities present in 
calculations based only on angular distributions.
• Realistic nuclear reaction cross-section (sR) models are an essential ingredient of 

reliable heavy-ion transport codes. Such codes are used for risk evaluation of 
manned space exploration missions as well as for ion-beam therapy dose 
calculations and treatment planning.
• From the beginning of physics with RIBs  comparison of measured and calculated 
sR has been applied to  deduce density distributions of exotic nuclei as well as 
their root mean square radii (rms). (Tanihata et al., Y. Suzuki et al….)
• Predictive power of models?
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The double folding (5) for WNN is conceptually 
wrong because the interaction acts only to first 
order, infact it was originally introduced for the 
REAL part. Eq.(4) with a phenomenological WnN

is in principle more accurate.

First I will discuss the difference between a  
phenomenological WnN and others obtained by Eq.(6).

Then I will compare results  for sr with WNN from Eq.(4) 
with a phenomenological WnN and with WNN from Eq.(5)



Modified Optical Limit (MOL)

Nucleon-target profile function. 
Can be interpreted as the z-integral 
of a nucleon-target microscopic 
optical potential

As an intermediate step….

ann=Re fnn(0)/Im fnn(0)



A.B & R. J. Charity, PRC89, 024619 (2014)

n-9Be scattering data + calculations

Resonances described by consistent with dispersive contribution
n+9Be

F.Flavigny et al., PRL 108, 252501 (2012)



Phenomenological potentials



Total experimental and calculated cross sections. Lower blue symbols for 9Be, upper red 
symbols for 12C. The optical model calculations are given by the orange and cyan dashed 
lines, respectively. The solid green line is a calculation made with a DOM potential 
obtained for 12C and applied to 9Be. DOM calculations (LHS) curtesy of Mack Atkinson  
(LLNL)
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VGFM(Wiringa) NV2+3-IIb*
https://www.phy.anl.gov/theory/research/density/
Light-Nuclei Spectra from Chiral Dynamics
M. Piarulli et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 052503 

NCSM M. Vorabbi, et al., Phys. Rev. C103, 024604 (2021).

Thanks to Petr Navratil and Michael Gennari 
for providing the numerical densities
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HFB  JW/A(MeV fm3)=229 rms(fm)=2.42
HF                                                         2.37
VGFM(Wiringa )                                 2.4
NCSM(Navratil )                                 2.24
NCSM      nn4lo                                   2.33
NCSM      nn3lo                                   2.25
Phenom                         209                 2.9
MOL                             186                 2.57

Also see Phys. Rev. C 99, 044603 (2019) 
M. Burrows , Ch. Elster et al.,

In medium effects? 
Microscopic calculation of in-medium proton-proton cross sections
G. Q. Li and R. Machleidt
Phys. Rev. C 49, 566 
s_nn can be fixed but what about a_nn ?

MOL: B. Abu-Ibrahim and Y. Suzuki, Phys. Rev. C 62, 034608 (2000).
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n+ 12C ,     12C+ 12C 
We confirm dominance of surface absorption for
light systems A. Ingemarsson and M. Lantz
Phys. Rev. C 67, 064605

https://www.phy.anl.gov/theory/research/density/


ann=Re fnn(0)/Im fnn(0)
• Accurate Re fnn(0) are difficult to obtain and so are the ann

• There are many papers in the literature offering tables of  snn and ann but when used to calculate the energy 
dependence of n-N elastic xsecs the results are unsatisfactory
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Constant values of ann

Values of snn ann from B. Abu-Ibrahim et al.,
Phys. Rev. C 77 (2008) 034607. 

They reproduce sR but not s tot
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Problem with the absolute values ot total n, p+12C 
sel (J. Klug et a., PRC 68, 064605 (2003), Elastic neutron scattering at 96MeV from 12C and 208Pb) 

• For 12C, on the other hand, significant differences have been 
demonstrated between predictions and experiment. Possible 
explanations might be that 12C exhibits surface effects and 
deformations coming from a three cluster structure. Another effect, 
such as a more diffuse edge than anticipated, may also play a role. 
These contributions have not been taken into account in the model 
calculations presented here, and therefore it is not surprising that the
description of the 12C data is poor in the 30° –50° range. This
defectiveness is also found in the evaluated (ENDF-6) cross section, 
which might call for a reevaluation in the future.



D.F. vs S.F. for NN potentials
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MOL approch with no simple physical interpretation



Data from Takechi et al. cf previus slide, Kox
In d.f. snp,pp from De Conti&Bertulani 
PRC81.064603 (2010).
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Conclusions

• We have derived excellent n+9Be, n+12C phenomenological optical 
potentials up to 500MeV, cross checked vs DOM.
• Excellent single folding  P ( Core )-T OP validated for 12C + 12C , 

12C+9Be.  Small volume integrals, large rms radii.
• Dominance of surface absorption (ri decreases with energy).
• S.F. less ambigous than D.F. (needs to fix a smaller n of parameters)…
• In particular sel (Einc)  for n+12C not known and ann=Re fnn(0)/Im fnn(0)

for free nn collisions and in medium not well determined.
• Evolution of D.F. via nN ab-initio?



M. Fukuda et al., private communication; D. Nishimura
et al.,Osaka University Laboratory of  Nuclear Studies (OULNS)
Annual Report 2006, p. 37.



Comparison with data, at low energy suggests the  
need to include the 9C breakup channel explicitly



• The above definition of the profile function is equivalent to define a 
3d imaginary potential of gaussian shape normalized to 1  whose 
depth is 


